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Introduction  
Over one hundred and twenty individuals participated in the learning event, Building Integrated Solutions: 
Community Innovation in Housing, Training and Employment.  Non-profit organizations, government, unions, 
businesses and residents looking for employment participated in the learning event, bringing together groups 
from Saint John, Moncton, Fredericton, Miramichi and Charlotte County.  Participants wanted information on 
models for affordable housing, approaches to training, employment and social enterprises involving at risk youth 
and adults living in poverty, and the kinds of partnerships that involve the trades, unions and employers.   
 
The learning event was rich with many experienced and innovative promising practices being shared with 
participants. Key individuals were present from three different initiatives in trades training and social enterprise. 
One in Toronto- Eva’s Phoenix, a program offered by Eva’s Initiatives and two in St. John’s Train for Trades 
through Choices for Youth and the Trades Helper Program offered by Stella’s Circle, an initiative of the Stella 
Burry Foundation. In addition Pond Desphande Centre, based in Fredericton to support the development of 
economic and social enterprises also served as a key resource for participants. 
 
One of our partners, the Human Development Council brought in two speakers also connected with Eva’s 
Initiatives but focusing on Mobilizing Local Community Capacity to end youth homelessness with the goal of 
fostering collective community action and promoting systemic change to public policies in Canada. 
 
The New Brunswick Department of Post-Secondary Education Training and Labour agreed to fund a learning 
event following receipt of a proposal. 
 
A Steering Committee was struck to organize the event with the following community partners:  
 Kim Chenier, Addictions and Mental Health PEER 126 

 Monica Chaperlin, Business Community Anti-Poverty Initiative 

 Kit Hickey, Housing Alternatives 

 Scott Crawford, Horizon Health Network 

 Randy Hatfield, Human Development Council 

 Seth Asimakos, Saint John Community Loan Fund 

 Christina Fowler, Saint John Learning Exchange 

 Barry Galloway and Cathy Wright, Vibrant Communities Saint John. 

Learning Event 
A two day event was designed to provide Community Organizations, Industry Leaders, Unions, and Government 
with information on innovative programs generating collective impact in training and social enterprise 
development in other parts of Canada. These examples of innovation demonstrated ways to address issues 
related to housing and homelessness through trades training and the evolution of Social Enterprise in our 
communities. Participants were also invited through the New Brunswick Community Inclusion Networks. 
 
The objectives of the learning event were: 

1) Research and Learning:  
a. Learn from the experiences and evaluation practices of Toronto and St. John’s in:  

i. delivering training for trades programming;  
ii. development of social enterprises, particularly in conjunction with ONE Build; 

iii.  integrating renovation of substandard housing (or new housing) into programming.  
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2) Industry and Community Engagement: Engaging community with industry stakeholders and unions to 
identify opportunities for training and support to unemployed individuals within apprenticeship 
programs in Saint John.  

3) Supporting Community Learning and Development: Listening and working with people.  Strengthening 
our knowledge, skills, confidence, organizational ability and resources.   

The first day was a day long workshop held on September 11th at the HMCS Brunswicker with over 130 
participants in attendance.  All sectors – employers, unions, non-profit agencies, individuals on low income, and 
provincial and local governments were represented and from Saint John, Moncton, Miramichi, Fredericton, 
Sussex and Charlotte County.  

A second day was organized to provide more indepth discussions through small group meetings with the 
resource people from Toronto and St. Johns.  Meetings were hosted by Addictions and Mental Health Peer 126, 
Business Community Anti-Poverty Initiative, ONE Build, Saint John Learning Exchange/Community Loan Fund and 
Homelessness Steering Committee and Safe Harbour.  The meetings explored the challenges and approaches in 
working with youth and adults, the emphasis on training, level of staff resources and supports for participants.  
The role of different partners – government, unions, employers was further explored and commitments were 
made to share further information and followup .  

Key Learnings 
Feedback from the participants, both formally (see summary of evaluations in Appendix D) and informally, 
indicate that the learning events on September 11th and 12th were significant in providing inspiration, 
opportunities for conversations and networking and key learnings.   

Key themes emerged throughout the day in the dialogue with presenters and participants: 

Collaboration 

 Collaboration works if partners together look at who does what best and assign tasks accordingly.    

 Building trust is important and it takes time but also radical honesty about what is happening, why and the 
challenges an organization faces. 

 Ongoing communication between the different stakeholders is paramount.  It includes communication 
around the needs and assets of individuals to involving funders to working with employers.  It also means 
being persistent in bringing community and government together.  

 Overcoming fears of involving different partners such as private sector, government or faith community is 
essential. 

 Although making a profit is key to a business owner the investment in youth is seen as valuable in giving 
back to the community.  When an employer gives an individual an opportunity, matching the tasks to the 
skills, then someone with a great attitude will soar as their skills and confidence increases and in turn so will 
the level of responsibilities. And it does not cost the employer any more than usual. 

 Unions are concerned about jobs for their membership but having them at the table means that unique 
partnerships can be developed and differences in goals understood.  

 “Neighbours” can fear the challenges our participants bring with them so it means working with people over 
time to turn the level of engagement.  

 Change does not happen in isolation, collaboration is essential.  We need more private sector/not-for –profit 
partnerships, we need academic/social sector partnerships to do research and demonstrate SROI; we need 
to operate regionally, not just locally in our communities - seeking best practices and ways to leverage scale. 
 Take advantage of our collaborative culture in the Maritimes and break down competitive silos. 

 Our current economic model polarizes the private sector from the not-for-profit sector.  And neither model 
works sustainably in the long run.  It is critical that we create and mobilize more organizations that are 
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"Doing Well" (financially) and "Doing Good" (making a positive contribution to society).  See attached 
graphic in Appendix C from Karina LeBlanc, Pond Desphande Centre. 

 
Accountability and Measurement 

 Importance of being responsive to learning as the program develops and changing the process as you go.  

 Risk and failure are essential components of innovation. Create a culture that embraces this, invests in it and 
then celebrates our wins despite our failures.  We need to give non-profit the runway to test and fail at 
ideas/projects as well as allowing government to make multiple, small investments in ideas of which many 
we know will fail. 

 Challenge to keep in contact with participants when they leave and tracking their progress. In smaller areas, 
friends and the community provide information.  

Champions 

 Find yourself a champion but actually multiple champions as it takes a lot of champions all with the same 
vision and with a lot of persistence to keep going.  

 The concept of “champions” also includes champions for the individual, believing in an individual.  
 
Reaching Participants and Keeping Them 

 Referrals come from many different places – agencies, streets, government and some just come in. 
Important to have participants ready to make a change and services can find this out quickly!  Stable housing 
is another requirement.  

 Involve the partners in the requirement and selection process from screening initial applicants through to 
interview and selection process.   

 As soon as a person is attached to a program, a support team is involved and meets regularly.  

 A person leaves a program and goes to work; in some organizations this means that they leave with a team 
of support.  This in turn helps track their progress.  

 Important to look at the continuum of work-readiness and carefully assess what type of work and how much 
work is best for an individual.  

 
Learn from others 

 Visit other projects to see what is working for them.  

 Often various funding models are utilized by the same organization, combining different levels of 
government, community, contracts etc. 

 Making money and spending money are not bad things.  In fact, they are critical to long term viability. 
 Reference Dan Pallotta – Ted Talk "The Way We Think About Charity is Dead Wrong".  Example:  99 Degrees 
custom http://www.99degreescustom.com is an organization north of Boston that employs 
immigrant/refugee women who otherwise could not find jobs, pays fair wages and produces a product that 
has market demand, thus generating profit and solving a social challenge. 

 Change the way we educate our youth and turn classrooms on their heads, create more experiential 
learning opportunities for children and help them believe that they can pursue their passions and make a 
decent living doing it.  Examples include Le Collectif économique d'innovation culturelle et identitaire (CE 
d'ICI) project in Fredericton french schools transforming the way our kids eat,  the PAC (Place Aux 
Competences) group in the french schools in Moncton putting entrepreneurial projects in the classroom and 
the New Brunswick Information Technology Council working to get computer programming in all middle 
schools.  These are examples of "silo crushers" who are changing the game. 

 
  Support our future 

 Celebrate successes so the community understands and embraces what you are doing. 

 The time is ripe for the non-profit community to move boldly towards being Enterprising Non-Profits, to 
embrace innovation and take some risk in going against traditions that have kept them from achieving their 

http://www.99degreescustom.com/
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potential and help find sustainable models for doing good. We need to collectively be bold, challenge our 
belief systems, reframe problems and barriers as opportunities, take risks and not be afraid to fail. 

 Mobilizing local capacity to end youth homelessness in Canada is an example of a new program to support 
local communities in building a comprehensive campaign around youth homelessness.   

Recommendations for Next Steps 
  
Participants met by communities to discuss the possibilities for their communities, based on the learnings gained 
throughout the day.  The following is a summary of possible next steps; see Appendix D for more detailed notes. 
 
ACTION FOR CHARLOTTE COUNTY 
We need a focus to create leadership and drive. In rural areas we generally feel distant from the 
organizations/structures/unions and don’t know what organizations or whom to contact. The apprenticeship 
group can help identify the right people to contact.  
 
ACTION FOR FREDERICTON 
In June, a meeting was held to adopt a 10-year plan to end homelessness. Now we propose a Conference to be 
organized for November 21 and to be hosted by the City as a launchpad to move forward on the plan.  Mike 
O’Brien has made this offer and is on Fredericton City Council.  It was agreed that Susan McGee, CEO of 
Homeward Trust Edmonton (new organization resulting from combining the Edmonton Joint Planning 
Committee on Housing and the Edmonton Housing Trust Fund) be recruited as a guest speaker. Mike will ensure 
the invitation goes out to all assembled here.  Theme for the event:  ``Community Action Plan``! Initial organizing 
committee will include: Mike, Lorne, Gary, Tim, Dave 
 
ACTION FOR MONCTON 
Agreed to work towards broadening the conversation to involve other youth serving or related services including 
Community police and organize a town hall meeting around youth related issues including youth employment.  
Melanie agreed to take the lead.   

ACTION PLAN FOR SAINT JOHN 
We have a number of small initiatives. If we were to combine forces, we could accomplish what presenters 
talked about. Recommend to bring collective leadership together to drive one demonstration project together. 
Focus on adults and youth, housing and training. Identify a leader.  

Conclusion    
All levels of government, community, business, and residents of Saint John are interested in the development of 
new initiatives or enterprises that lead to job creation. A Vision is key to success in any endeavor. A clear vision 
of what we want to achieve is an essential ingredient in developing a program to support our community. To 
that end we are well positioned to move forward with a Saint John vision of a trades training initiative.   

Learnings from the two days emphasized that the execution of this initiative in Saint John demands a 
collaborative approach. Much work has already been done in the development of an approach that would serve 
the community, with partners working to achieve a program that will align with current community priorities.  

To demonstrate the successfulness of the initiative evaluation is also essential with clearly defined outcomes 
and a plan to achieve those outcomes. Flexibility is essential in being responsive and adjusting our approach 
based on observations and evidence. This is fundamental to achieving success with individuals on their 
respective journey to a brighter future. 
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Appendix A: Bios on Presenters 
 
Rosalind Curran is the Program Coordinator for the Train for Trades Program at Choices for Youth in St. John's, NL, leading 
program and partnership development activities for the successful initiative. The Train for Trades program works with at 
risk youth to build skills and experience in construction and trades with a particular focus on energy retrofits. The program 
represents a unique partnership between Choices for Youth, the Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation and the 
Canadian Union of Public Employees. In 2012, the Program was nationally recognized by Eva's Initiatives for leadership in 
addressing issues among homeless youth. Building upon the Eva’s Phoenix Employment Model, the Train for Trades 
program shifted focus from construction and renovation to a social enterprise model based on Warm Up Winnipeg: Build.  
 
Karina LeBlanc is Executive Director of Pond Deshpande Centre. She has more than fifteen years experience in senior 
management in both fortune 500 and start-up companies focusing on financial/strategic management and business 
development.  Prior to coming to University of New Brunswick, Karina was the Vice-President, Operations at Autism Pro, a 
“virtual autism clinic’ aimed at increasing accessibility to autism intervention.  Karina is the past president of the Board of 
the YMCA Fredericton and was the campaign co-chair of the “Your New Y’ fundraising initiative.  She has an MBA from York 
University’s Schulich School of Business and a Bachelor of Science in Engineering from University of Western Ontario. 

Mary-Jane McKitterick is the National Community Development Coordinator of the “Mobilizing Local Capacity to End Youth 
Homelessness in Canada Program”, with Eva’s Initiatives. She works with communities to develop local plans to prevent, 
reduce and end youth homelessness. She has over 20 years combined experience in Canada and abroad working in housing 
& homelessness, HIV/AIDS, community-based peace building, education, social justice, research and community 
engagement and her work is supported by graduate degrees in both the Humanities and Social Sciences including an M. Ed 
in Adult Education and Community Development from the University of Toronto.  

Melanie Redman is the Director of National Initiatives at Eva’s Initiatives.  Melanie has worked extensively with social 
mission organizations in both Canada and the United States. Her background is characterized by a commitment to positive 
social change and supported by a master's degree in Management, Social Policy and Change from Brandeis University. 
 Melanie has more than fifteen years of direct management, consulting, research and writing experience, with expertise in 
strategy, policy and mental health. Melanie was most recently the Executive Director of Project Canoe, an organization that 
works with youth with mental health and behavioural barriers. 

Cristina Selva is the Executive Director of the Carpenters’ Local 27 Joint Apprenticeship & Training Trust Fund Inc.  The 
Carpenters’ TTF is a jointly trusted construction industry based training centre located in Woodbridge Ontario dedicated to 
providing apprenticeship, upgrading, and health and safety programs to over 3,500 union workers per year. Prior to her 13 
years with the Carpenters’ TTF, Cristina providing organizational, strategic planning and training related consulting services 
to clients primarily in the construction industry. While working for Seneca College of Applied Arts and Technology, Cristina 
developed and taught academic upgrading courses for the Developmental, Trades, and Apprenticeship Studies division of 
the College.   

Ian Somerville: With over 40 years of experience in the Construction industry Ian Somerville is the General Manager of 
Somerville Construction,  general contractors and construction managers, working in the GTA, focusing on unique, 
innovative, one-of-a-kind projects. Ian’s first contact with Eva’s Place came through a project for the City of Toronto in 
1998, The construction of Eva’s Phoenix (a 50 bed shelter in downtown Toronto) included training programs for youth-at-
risk in many fields of the construction industry, which enabled many of the youth to continue in full time positions. Since 
then Ian has maintained a close relationship with the organization both professionally and personally. 
 
Christina Tobin is a Social Worker and Career Practitioner working with Stella’s Circle in St. John’s, NL.  She has more than 
ten years experience working in community, in a number of positions including Community Centre Worker, Group 
Facilitator, Vocational Social Worker and Coordinator of a pilot project intended to assist people in the transition from 
welfare to work.  The Social Enterprise Training Program is a Labour Market Partnership between Stella’s Circle and the 
Government of Newfoundland Labrador.  Christina’s focus involves assisting people in gaining workplace based experience, 
as training opportunities are leveraged through business activities at Stella’s Circle social enterprises.  People are supported 
in gaining experience in three sectors including construction, cleaning/janitorial and food service. 
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Appendix B: BUILDING INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS: Registration List 
 

Laura Anderson, Partners for Workplace Inclusion 
Janet Acorn, First Steps Housing 
Lynn Akems, NB Association for Community Living 
Brad Andrews, SJ Learning Exchange 
Ben Appleby, Housing Alternatives 
Seth Asimakos, SJ Community Loan Fund 
Mike Bacon, Enterprise SJ 
Kathleen Basque NB Association for Community Living  
Wendy Belmore-Baron, ONE Change 
Juanita Black, Vibrant Communities Saint John 
Greg Bishop, Human Development Council 
Bruce Cameron, NB Association for Community Living 
Tracey Challoner, ONE Change 
Monica Chaperlin, Business Community Anti-Poverty Initiative 
Kim Chenier, Addictions & Mental Health Peer 126 
Stan Choptiany, Town of St. Andrews 
John Coates, Greater Fredericton Social Innovation 
Patrick Colford, NB Federation of Labour 
Krista Collins, Construction Association of New Brunswick 
Don Connolly, Retired, Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Aurea Cormier, Charity Federation Maritime Project 
Scott Crawford, Horizon Health Network 
Anne Cullen, YMCA-YWCA Saint John 
Rosalind Curran, Choices for Youth, St. Johns, NL 
Anne Daley, NB Association of Community Living 
Harry Daley, SJ Learning Exchange 
Roma DeRobertis, Sisters of Charity 
Dave Delaney, Habitat for Humanity 
Adam Dickson, Addictions and Mental Health Peer 126 
Amanda Donaher, NB Association for Community Living 
Anne Driscoll, Crescent Valley Resource Centre 
Heather Dube, Social Development 
Pierrette Dupuis, Social Development 
David Edwards, Anglican Diocese of Fredericton 
Kelly Evans, Greater Saint John Community Foundation 
Regena Farnsworth, University of New Brunswick – SJ, Vibrant Communities SJ 
Allison Ferris, Housing Alternatives 
Steven Fitzpatrick, Retired 
Janelle Flanagan, SJ Learning Exchange 
Jennifer Floyd-Hartt, Partners for Workplace Inclusion 
Aimee Foreman, A. Foreman Consulting Inc 
Christina Fowler, SJ Learning Exchange   
Rebeka Frazer-Chiasson, Northumberland Community Inclusion Network 
Jennifer Fry, ONE Change 
Julie Gallant Daigle, Youth in Transition (Chrysalis House) 
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Barry Galloway, Vibrant Communities SJ 
Gary Glauser, NB Non-Profit Housing Association 
Gillian Goff, Working: Stronger Together 
Paul Graham, Post-Secondary Education, Training and Labour 
Gerry Gray, Operating Engineers Training Institute 
Sania Griffiths-Dookie, NB Association for Community Living 
Randy Hatfield, Human Development Council 
Kit Hickey, Housing Alternatives 
Penny Higgs, Social Development 
Gregor Hope, Business Community Anti-Poverty Initiative 
Sylvia Humphries, Town of St. Andrews 
Brian Jones, Hickey Brothers 
Pam Kaye, Sussex & Area Vibrant Communities 
Jill Keiler, YMCA-YWCA Saint John 
Candace Kelling, Partners for Youth  
Barbara Kierstead-Shanks, Post-Secondary Education, Training and Labour 
Lyn King, Urban Core Support Network 
Susan King, Partners for Youth 
Karina LeBlanc, Pond-Deshpande Centre 
Mary LeSage, PULSE 
Lorie Leach, Post-Secondary Education, Training and Labour 
Heather Leahy, SJ Learning Exchange 
Gerry Lowe, Saint John City Council 
Scott MacAfee, NB Economic and Social Inclusion Corporation 
Colin MacDonald, Safe Harbour 
Wayne MacAllister, Maple Leaf Homes 
Ryan MacKenney, IBEW 37 
John MacKenzie, Saint John City Council 
Brian Marks, Social Development 
Amy Martey, Sussex and Area Vibrant Communities 
Dawn Maskill, Capital Regional Mental Health and Addictions  
Debbie Mazerolle, Horizon NB 
Faith McFarland, John Howard Society – Fredericton 
Wendy MacDermott, United Way Serving Saint John, Kings and Charlotte Counties 
Nina MacKinnon, Volunteer 
Pat McGill, Business Community Anti-Poverty Initiative 
Chantelle McGrath, ONE Change 
Mary Jane McKitterick, Eva’s Initiatives, Toronto 
Debbie McLeod, Social Development 
Joanne Minor, Partners for Youth 
Wendy Moffett, Addictions and Mental Health Peer 126 
Hepzibah Munoz Martinez, University of New Brunswick – SJ 
Brenda Murphy, Urban Core Support Network  
Manon Nadeau, Canadian Council on Rehabilitation and Work 
Betty Naves, SJ Learning Exchange 
Kafiy Nzeya-Weva, Social Development 
Mike O’Brien, Fredericton Affordable Housing 
Jenny O’Connell, Human Development Council 
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Pat Porter, Anglin Drive Tenants Association 
Joan Power, Addictions and Mental Health Peer 126 
Jennifer Price, Working: Stronger Together 
Melanie Redman, Eva’s Initiatives, Toronto 
Michelle Reid, SJ Learning Exchange 
Denise Reidpath QUEST Case Management  
Chantel Robichaud, NB Association for Community Living 
Timothy Ross, Community Action Group on Homelessness 
Sakibu Salia, SJ Learning Exchange 
Mary Saulnier-Taylor, Coverdale Centre for Women 
Janet  Scott, Enterprise SJ  
Cristina Selva, Carpenters Local 27, Toronto 
Jason Sherman, Corrections Canada 
Claudia Simmonds, Canadian Home Builders Association 
Kathy Smith, Working: Stronger Together  
Samantha Smith, SJ Learning Exchange 
Leanne Smith, Social Development 
Shawn Smith, NB Association for Community Living 
Ian Somerville, Somerville Construction, Toronto 
Krystal Soucy, SJ Learning Exchange 
Jessica Spencer, John Howard Society 
Pat Stafford, Vibrant Communities Charlotte County  
Sara Stashick, Threefold Consulting 
Lisa Steeves, NB Teen Apprenticeship Program  
Aaron Stephenson, John Howard Society 
Debra Swan, Fredericton Homeless Shelters 
Dana Thompson, Social Development 
Tim Thorne, SJ Learning Exchange 
John Tingley, Provincial Consultant for Guidance & Counselling 
Paulette Tingley, Riverview Parks, Recreation & Community Relations 
Christina Tobin, Stella’s Circle, St. John’s, NL 
Colleen Tooles, ONE Change 
Melanie Travers, Canadian Council on Rehabilitation and Work 
Lori-Ann Trevors, Salvation Army 
Kelly Trites, Canadian Council on Rehabilitation and Work 
Brendan Tweedie, John Howard Society – Charlotte County 
Sharon Warren, NB Association for Community Living 
Susanne White, Greater Fredericton Community Inclusion Network 
Kelly Wilson, John Howard Society – Charlotte County 
Cathy Wright, Vibrant Communities SJ 
Gregory Wright, IBEW 37  
Melissa Young, Post-Secondary Education, Training and Labour 
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Appendix C: Presentations 

Choices for Youth - Power Point (refer to www.vibrantsj.ca) 

Mobilizing Local Capacity - Power Point (refer to www.vibrantsj.ca) 

Stella’s Circle - Power Point (refer to www.vibrantsj.ca) 
 

Karina LeBlanc, Pond Desphande Centre: Summary of comments 
 

1. The Bifurcated Model 

Our current economic model polarizes the private sector from the not-for-profit sector.  And neither model 

works sustainably in the long run.  It is critical that we create and mobilize more organizations that are "Doing 

Well" (financially) and "Doing Good" (making a positive contribution to society).  See attached graphic. 

 

2.   We need to radically change our belief system. 

Making money and spending money are not bad things.  In fact, they are critical to long term viability. 

 Reference Dan Pallotta – Ted Talk "The Way We Think About Charity is Dead Wrong"  

Example:  99 Degrees custom http://www.99degreescustom.com is an organization north of Boston that 

employs immigrant/refugee women who otherwise could not find jobs, pays fair wages and produces a 

product that has market demand, thus generating profit and solving a social challenge. 

Risk and failure are essential components of innovation.  We need to create a culture that embraces this, 

invests in it and then celebrates our wins despite our failures.  We need to give non-profit the runway to test 

and fail at ideas/projects as well as allowing government to make multiple, small investments in ideas of 

which many we know will fail. 

Step change does not happen in isolation, collaboration is essential.  We need more private sector/not-for –

profit partnerships, we need academic/social sector partnerships to do research and demonstrate SROI, we 

need to operate regionally, not just locally in our communities - seeking best practices and ways to leverage 

scale.  We have an advantage in being maritimers because we inherently are collaborative in our culture and 

value system.  Let's take advantage of this and break down competitive silos. 

We need to change the way we educate our youth.  We need to turn classrooms on their heads, create more 

experiential learning opportunities for children and help them believe that they can pursue their passions 

and make a decent living doing it.  Examples include the CE d'ICI project in Fredericton french schools 

transforming the way our kids eat,  the PAC (Place Aux Competences) group in the french schools in Moncton 

http://www.99degreescustom.com/
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putting entrepreneurial projects in the classroom and the NB IT Council working to get computer 

programming in all middle schools.  These are examples of "silo crushers" who are changing the game. 

The time is ripe for the non-profit community to move boldly towards being Enterprising Non-Profits, to 

embrace innovation and take some risk in going against traditions that have kept them from achieving their 

potential and help find sustainable models for doing good. 

We need to collectively be bold, challenge our belief systems, reframe problems and barriers as 

opportunities, take risks and not be afraid to fail. 

Two items that I also want to promote that I did not mention in my talk: 

1.  Follow Wicked Ideas www.wickedideas.com as they are hosting a 6 month long conversation on Social 
Innovation.  Tweet, Facebook or comment online.  Become part of the conversation.  We are listening and 
are there to help. 
 
2.  Sign up for the Social Enterprise Launch Pad being held in Saint John this fall.  Date TBD shortly. 
 http://www.ponddeshpande.ca/launch-pad/social-enterprise-launchpad/.This event will help non-profits 
who are ready to explore Social Enterprise as a means towards sustainability. 

 

 

Non-
Profits

For-
Profits

CSR
Enterprising 
Non-Profit B-Corp

Social 
Enterpris

e

v

High Impact Social Entrepreneurship

Good
Governance

  

http://www.ponddeshpande.ca/launch-pad/social-enterprise-launchpad
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APPENDIX D: Discussion Notes on Possibilities for Our Communities 
 
CHARLOTTE COUNTY GENERAL NOTES 
Note:  Rural areas dealing with hidden homelessness (e.g. couch surfing, camping etc.) 
Suggested next steps: 

 Link with Eva’s rural pilot and draw from lessons learned 

 We have many of the assets and networks and partners at the table now – needs focus and 
coordination (someone needs to take the lead) 

o In Charlotte County we have several  possible housing projects in the works; we have 
JHS pre-occupational training programs (open to everyone) – we just need to build the 
linkages to take to next stage 

 Identify specific community partners to work with  
o Use the colleges for training – explore co-op training for non-traditional students; 

recognize experience 
o Explore how we can maximize existing assets such as John Howard Society  

 Bring it together! (our assets, infrastructure, experience etc.) to develop multi-dimensional 
initiatives – employment support, housing units etc.  

 Roadblock for rural areas – transportation 
o Dial A Ride challenged by long-term, out of hours, daily trips (although they still do it in 

some cases) 
o Local industry could arrange transportation and/or organize carpooling 
o Look at:  Minto-Chipman bus example; lessons from First Nation communities – vans for 

training; explore under-utilized vehicles 
o Town of SA has convened a working group for transportation  

 Industry/Unions 
o Challenge: in rural areas of being removed from union offices/lack visibility; don’t know 

who to contact 
o Action: Contact Apprenticeship group who will provide contacts and info 
o Other contacts to explore: IBEW Local 37 and OETI of NB Local 946 

 
CITY OF FREDERICTON GENERAL NOTES 

 Changing Mission of Community Action Group on Homelessness (CAGH) -  “End Homelessness” 

 Renewal of Housing Agreements 

 Heightened Public Awareness on homelessness 

The Plan 

 Components, Focus, Key Assumptions 

 Better utilize forums 

 How do we get under one plan? 

 Engage all the right partners: City, Province, Private Sector (go back to Frank McKenna’s 
contribution) 

 CAGH owns process to develop the plan 

 What have other regions done? 

 Creative Consulting, Share Info, Data 

 Internal Plan 

 Finalize Terms of Reference 
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 Community Assessment 

 November Affordable Housing Day – Create Agenda 
 

 
MONCTON GENERAL NOTES 
What exists in our community for youth 15-30? 

 Youth the Future - 24 weeks pre-employment skills; Includes time in retail (Canadian Tire or Mr. 
Lube) 

 CCRW – Employment Services for persons with disabilities. 

 PETL makes accommodations through TESS program  

 Enviro-Plus for income assistance recipients and those with criminal records.  Includes skills building 

 NB Association for Community Living – working with individuals with intellectual disabilities.  
Assisting with transition of school to college or work or college to work 

 Youth Quest Centre – 16-24.  Basic needs, housing, employment (skills link), drop in and GED 
education. 

 John Howard Society provides a number of services from education to career building, residential, 
pre-employment, essential skills training, and Green Trade a social enterprise. 
 

CITY OF SAINT JOHN GENERAL NOTES 
1. Leadership – identify leader  
2. Housing First  
3. Day of focus  

a. Partners – IT business; b. Process Eng; c. Private Sector – one on one; d. TRC partner 
Youth/Adult 
Housing/Training 
Safe Harbour – 16-24; 10 bed facility; foundational 
Retro fit Project 
ONE Build – Training Project – training and employment – 18-24 
Salvation Army – 19 plus – looking for partners 
John Howard Training Program 
GSJ Homelessness Steering Committee – lead 
MLC Project – Needs Assessment – Plan to end Homelessness 
Identify needs of youth 
Addictions and Mental Health (16-29) 
Community Loan Fund – Social Enterprise – Micro-Financing; working towards new building 

- Apprenticeship Opportunities and No age requirement  
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Appendix E: Evaluation (46 evaluation sheets were returned) 
1. Please rate the different aspects of the learning event by circling 1-5, with five as the highest.  

Presentations: 34 participants rated at 4 or 5 and nine participants rated below 4.  
-Excellent presentations (2) 
-Excellent best practices (2) 
-Very informative (4) 
-Very interesting projects and good to hear about success 
-Not well organized in terms of slides and length of speech 
-Slides were different than presentations 
-Didn`t maintain interest 
- More time needed 
 
Panel: 31 participants rated with a 4 or 5 and 7 rated below 4. 
-All contributed and lots of questions were both asked and answered (5) 
-Great questions from audience (2) 
-Length was a challenge (2) 
-Good learning but long to sit through 
-Good variety 
-Very thought provoking 
 
Lunch Speaker: 43 participants rated at 4 or 5 and 3 participants rated below 4.  
-Excellent address (5) 
-Loud and clear in her presentation and ideas 
-Very engaging (2) 
-Awesome (2) 
-Great examples  
-Motivational (2) 
-Great intro to social enterprise 
-Informative and concise 
-Good to know we should share stories about what does work and what doesn`t work 
 
Conversation Café: 30 participants rated at 4 or 5 and 13 rated below 4.  
-Hard to hear and not suited for one room (2) 
-Good Conversation (3) 
-Facilitators did not seem prepared 
-Excellent discussion (s) 
-Not long enough (4) and need for more structure  
-Useful (2) 
-Wished to have attended all the groups 
-Competing interests; need unity  
 
Possibilities for our communities: 35 participants rated at 4 or 5 and 5 rated below 4. 
-People do want to work together 
-Great to gave communities time to talk (5) 
-Action items to followup 
-Generated great interest 
-Monica was great facilitator for Saint John session (2) 
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-Not focused enough 
-Each community needs a followup day or half-day to build momentum 
-Interesting to listen to various views 

2. Please share with us suggestions for next steps following what we have learned today? 
- Learned a lot about staying involved in the community and how to approach employers 
- (3) Great learning experiences and lots of information and good ideas; Looking forward to taking 

back to my own organization and getting some perspective on what we can do.  See importance 
of taking risks to learn and grow 

- Involve more industry stakeholders (5), especially if we want them to take employees 
- Without employment, housing and mental health recovery, it makes it difficult for individual to 

make changes 
- Get behind Housing Working Group/Homelessness Steering Committee to solve homelessness of 

youth and have better results 
- Establish a committee to unite all partners 
- Define lead organization or leader (4) and champion (may be two different ) 
- A champion that can go to employers and find the jobs to plan the training for 
- Define where energy will be focused – area, program, population 
- Pick a project and go (3).  Don`t forget Vibrant Communities has all the partners at the table 
- We have next steps from the Possibilities for our Communities 
- Presentation on funding sources, particularly non-government 
- Hold organized event in Saint John to pool resources and agree on how to move forward (2) 
- Organize more meetings with groups who share similar goals to assist individuals into the 

workforce 
- We need to keep connected and share information and continue working on common goal 
- Better collaboration and communication will build a momentum  
- Get together more as a community; Yearly event would be great with updates 
- Continue to set up collaborations with other centres in NB – this was a good part of initiative  
- Distinguish target populations – partners and funders and lead agency 

 
3.  Other comments 

- Nicely moderated by Barry and good wrap up (3) 
- Great day, great experience, inspiring and motivational ;Good for moving forward (7) 
- Great food (6) and we should include their contact information 
- Good to see some young adults present 
- Thanks for the invite, for taking the lead and for great networking (2) 
- Difficult to hear (many comments); Sound check prior to event.  More microphones.  
- Should train facilitators for conversation café  
- Would be great to have breakout groups in separate rooms 
- Clearer directions to get there would have helped (3) 
- Overwhelming amount of information – could have had more casual/small group conversation 

rather than panel (2) 
- Would have been good to have testimony from clients from programs 
- Would have been good to share our aspirations of a training for trades program 
- Provide contact info on all participants via email. Did not have enough opportunity to network. 
- Don`t duplicate what already exists 
- No translation at event  


